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Abstra t

Robustness is one of the most important requirements of modern fault-tolerant distributed
systems. The most in lusive approa hes to fault-toleran e in distributed systems is self-stabilization. A self-stabilizing algorithm, regardless of the initial system state, onverges in nite
time to a set of states that satisfy a legitima y predi ate without the need for expli it ex eption
handler of ba kward re overy.
Ensuring that neighboring vertex till distan e 2 apart have distin t labels is an important
problem in the graph theory with appli ations to problems su h as job assignment, task s heduling or radio frequen ies assignement.
We propose a self-stabilizing probabilisti solution for the neighborhood unique naming problem in uniform, anonymous networks with arbitrary topology. The solution stabilizes under the
unfair distributed s heduler. Our solution is the rst self-stabilizing labeling algorithm whi h
additionally ensures that the pro essors at distan e 2 have distin t labels. We prove that this
solution needs in average only one trial per pro essor.
Moreover, we use our algorithm to transform the [6℄ maximal mat hing algorithm selfstabilizing only under the entral s heduler su h that it opes up with the distributed unfair
s heduler.
Keywords: distributed algorithms, fault-toleran e
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Introdu tion

Self-stabilization. Self-stabilization introdu ed by Dijkstra, [2℄, provides an uniform approa h

to fault-toleran e, [9℄. More pre isely, this te hnique guarantees that, regardless of the initial state,
the system will eventually onverge to the intended behavior. In this paper we are parti ular
interested in uniform (every pro essor in the system exe utes the same algorithm) and anonymous
systems (pro essors does not have a distin t identi er).

Neighborhood Unique Lo al Naming problem In [5℄ is de ned the labeling graphs problem

with onditions at distan e 2. Neighborhood unique lo al naming problem, issued from this theoreti al graph problem, ensures that in ea h neighborhood the vertex have distin t labels. In other
words, there is no vertex with the same label as one of its neighbors and there is no vertex having
neighbors named identi ally. This problem is a lassi al oloration problem with an additional
restri tion: the vertex at distan e two have distin t labels. A pra ti al appli ation is the assigning
radio frequen ies to transmitters su h that transmitters that are losed (distan e 1 or 2 apart) to
ea h other use di erent frequen ies.
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mat hing in a graph is a set of edges where no two edges are adja ent. The mat hing set M is
alled maximal if there is no other mat hing set M 0 su h that M  M 0 . The main appli ations of
this problem in distributed omputing area are job assignment and task s heduling.

Related works The lassi al vertex oloration problem is a restri tion of the Neighborhood

Unique Naming problem. The vertex oloration was previously studied for planar and bipartite
graphs (see [3, 14, 12, 13℄). Using a well-known result from graph theory, Gosh and Karaata [3℄
provide an elegant solution for oloring a y li planar graphs with exa tly six olors, along with an
identi er based solution for a y li orientation of planar graphs. This makes their solution limited
to systems whose ommuni ation graph is planar and pro essors have unique identi ers. Sur and
Srimani [14℄ vertex oloring algorithm is only valid for bipartite graphs. A paper by Shukla et al.
(see [13℄) provides a randomized self-stabilizing solution to the two oloring problem for several
lasses of bipartite graphs, namely omplete odd-degree bipartite graphs and tree graphs. In [4℄
the authors presents three oloration algorithms for the arbitrary networks. Their solutions use
O (D ) olors, where D is the maximal degree of the network.
Nevertheless, all the previous presented algorithms are not solutions for the Neighborhood
Unique NAming problem sin e it may be possible that vertex at distan e 2 are labeled identi ally.
The Neighborhood Unique Naming has multiple appli ations su h as: the a y li orientation of
general networks or nding the maximal mat hing sets. The rst appi ation is trivial, therefore we
fo us on the maximal mat hing problem. There are several works treating the maximal mat hing
problem. The faster known sequential algorithm is a wave algorithm due to Mi ali and Vazirani,
[7℄. This solution is not self-stabilizing.
A deterministi self-stabilizing solution for the maximal mat hing problem was provided by
Huang and Hsu in [6℄. This solution assumes that : ea h pro essor has a pointer whi h points to
one of its neighbors or to void. The pointers implementation is not detailed. The proto ol idea is
to let any pro essor to hoose the neighbor to mat h with. Their solution stabilizes only under a
entral s heduler.

Our ontribution. We present the rst self-stabilizing solution for the unique lo al naming

problem whi h ensures that the pro essors at distan e two apart have distin t labels. Our solution
works on anonymous, uniform networks with any topology and it needs in average only one trial
per pro essor under the unfair, distributed s heduler. That is, a pro essor randomly updates its
lo al identi er one time in the average. Than, this algorithm is used to transform the [6℄ maximal
mat hing algorithm su h that it stabilizes under the unfair distributed s heduler. Note that in
the transformed algorithm the randomization is used only for breaking the symmetry, on e any
pro essor of the network gets an unique lo al identi er, the neighborhood unique naming algorithm
has no further in uen e (no a tion is performed), the maximal mat hing algorithm evolution is then
deterministi . Our solution opes up with the most powerful s heduler | the distributed unfair
s heduler. We deal with the unfair distributed s heduler by letting only the pro essors with a
lo ally maximal iden er to hoose their mat h. Hen e, we avoid the mat hing y les generation
(more details in Se tion 5).

Outline of the paper. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the model for the probabilisti algorithms is presented in Se tion 2. Se tion 3 shows that it is impossible to design a
deterministi algorithm for the unique lo al naming problem. In Se tion 4, we present a probabilisti algorithm solving the unique lo al naming problem and in Se tion 5 we onstru t in the top of
2
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Model

Distributed Systems A distributed system is a set of state ma hines alled pro essors. Ea h

pro essor an ommuni ate with some pro essors alled neighbors. The ommuni ation among two
neighbors is arried out using ommuni ation registers ( alled \shared variables" throughout this
paper). A pro essor p ommuni ates to its neighbors via some shared variables that its neighbors
an read but annot update. The system's ommuni ation graph is drawn by representing pro essors as nodes and the neighborhood relationship by edges between the nodes. We will use N to
denote the set of neighbors of the pro essor p.
A pro essor p in a distributed system exe utes an algorithm whi h is a nite set of guarded
a tions of the form : hlabeli :: hguardi ! hstatementi, where ea h guard is a boolean expression
over the p variables and the shared variables of p's neighbors, and ea h statement is a deterministi
or probabilisti update of the lo al and shared variables of p.
The state of a pro essor p is the value of its variables. A on guration of a distributed system
is an instan e of the pro essor states. A pro essor is enabled in a given on guration if at least one
of the guards of its algorithm is true. During a omputation step, one or more enabled pro essors
perform the statement of an enabled a tion.
A distributed system an be modeled by a transition system. A transition system is a threetuple S = (C ; T ; I ) where C is the olle tion of all on gurations, I is a subset of C alled the set
of initial on gurations, and T is a fun tion T from C to the set of C subsets. A C subset of T ( )
is alled a transition. An element of a transition t, is alled an output of t. In a probabilisti
system, there is a probabilisti law on the output of a transition; in a deterministi system, ea h
transition has only one output.
The omputation step ( 1 ; 2 ) belongs to the 1 transition t i 2 2 t. All omputation steps
beginning at the on guration 1 belong to a 1 transition.
A omputation of a distributed system DS is a maximal sequen e of omputations steps. Maximality means that the sequen e is either in nite, or no pro essor is enabled in the terminal ( nal)
on guration. All omputations onsidered in this paper are assumed to be maximal. The omputation set of a distributed system DS is denoted by E .
p

DS

S heduler In this model, a s heduler is a predi ate over the system omputations. In a omputation, a transition ( ; +1 ) o urs due to the exe ution of a nonempty subset of the enabled
pro essors in the on guration . In every omputation step, this subset is hosen by the s heduler. We refer to the following types of s hedulers in this paper : entral s heduler | in every
omputation step, only one of the enabled pro essors is hosen to exe ute its a tion; syn hronous
s heduler | in every omputation step, all enabled pro essors are hosen on urrently by the s heduler; distributed unfair s heduler | during a omputation step, a nonempty subset of the enabled
pro essors is hosen by the s heduler.
A strategy is the set of omputations that an be obtained under a spe i s heduler hoi e.
At the initial on guration, the s heduler \ hooses" one set of enabled pro essors (it hooses a
transition). For ea h output of the sele ted transition, the s heduler hooses a se ond transition,
and so on. The strategy formal de nition is based on the tree of omputations. Let be a
system on guration. A TS-tree rooted in , T ree( ), is the tree-representation of all omputations
beginning in . Let n be a node in T ree( ) (i.e. a on guration), a bran h rooted in n is the
set of all T ree( ) omputations starting in n with a omputation step of the same n transition.
i

i

i
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restri tion of T ree( ) su h that the degree of any
strategy is de ned as follows :

T ree( )'s node ( on

guration) is at most 1. A

De nition 1 (Strategy) Let DS be a distributed system, let D be a s heduler and let be a T S
on guration. We all a strategy of DS under D rooted in a sub-TS-tree of degree 1 of T ree( )
su h that any omputation of the sub-tree veri es the s heduler D.
Let st be a strategy of the distributed system DS , an st- one C is the set of all possible
st- omputations with the same pre x h (for more details see [10℄). The last on guration of h is
denoted last(h).
We have equiped a strategy with a probabilisti spa e (see [1℄ for more details). The measure of
an st- one C is the measure of the pre x h (i.e., the produ t of the probability of every omputation
step o urring in h). An st- one C is alled a sub- one of C if and only if h0 = [hx℄, where x is a
omputation fa tor.
h

h

h0

h

Deterministi self-stabilization In order to de ne self-stabilization for a distributed system,
we use two types of predi ates : the legitima y predi ate | de ned on the system on gurations
and denoted by L | and the problem spe i ation | de ned on the system omputations and
denoted by P S .
Let X be a set and P red be a predi ate de ned on X . The notation x ` P red means that the
element x of X satis es the predi ate P red.
De nition 2 (Deterministi self-stabilization) Let DS be a distributed system. DS is selfstabilizing for a spe i ation P S if and only if the following two properties hold :
(1) onvergen e | all omputations of DS rea h a on guration that satis es the legitima y predi ate. Formally, 8e 2 E
:: e = (( 0 ; 1 )( 1 ; 2 ) : : : ) : 9n  1; ` L;
(2) orre tness | all omputations starting in on gurations satisfying the legitima y predi ate
satisfy the problem spe i ation P S . Formally, 8e 2 E
:: e = (( 0 ; 1 ) ( 1 ; 2 ) : : : ) : 0 ` L )
e ` PS.
DS

n

DS

Probabilisti self-stabilization Let

DS be a distributed system. A predi ate P is losed for
the omputations of DS if and only if when P holds in a on guration , P also holds in any
on guration rea hable from .

Notation 1 Let DS be a distributed system, D be a s heduler and st be a strategy of DS under
be the set of all system on gurations satisfying a losed predi ate P (formally 8 2
` The set of st- omputations that rea h on gurations of CP is denoted by EP and its
probability by P r (EP ).

D . Let CP
CP;
P ).

st

In this paper we study silent algorithms - those for whi h all omputations are nite. Then the
legitimate on gurations satisfy the Problem Spe i ation predi ate. The probabilisti stabilization
for this parti ular ase of algorithms is restri ted to the probabilisti onvergen e property : all
omputations rea h a legitimate on guration.

De nition 3 (Probabilisti Stabilization) A distributed system DS is self-stabilizing under a
s heduler D for a spe i ation P S if and only if there exists a losed legitima y predi ate L on
on gurations su h that in any strategy st of S under D, the following onditions hold :
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Formally, 8st; P r (EL) = 1.
 All on gurations satisfying
st

L veri

es the spe i ation

P S.

Convergen e of Probabilisti Stabilizing Systems Building on previous works on proba-

bilisti automata (see [11, 15, 10, 8℄,), [1℄ presented a framework for proving self-stabilization of
probabilisti distributed systems. In the following we re all a key property of the system alled
lo al onvergen e and denoted by LC .

De nition 4 (Lo al Convergen e) Let DS be a distributed system. Let st be a strategy of DS ,
and P R2 be two predi ates on on gurations of DS , where P R1 is a losed predi ate. Let Æ
be a positive probability and N a positive integer. Let C be a st- one with last(h) ` P R1 and let
M denote the set of sub- ones C of the one C su h that the following is true for every sub- one
C : last(h0 ) ` P RS2 and length(h0 ) length(h)  N . The one C satis es LC (P R1; P R2; Æ; N )
if and only if P r( Ch 2 C )  Æ.

P R1

h

h0

h

h0

h

0

M

h0

Now, if in strategy st, there exist Æ > 0 and N  1 su h that any st- one, C with last(h) `
satis es LC (P R1; P R2; Æ ; N ), then the main theorem of [1℄ states that the probability of
the set of st- omputations rea hing on gurations satisfying P R1 ^ P R2 is 1.
P R1,

st

st

st

h

st

Theorem 1 Let st be a strategy of the distributed system DS under a s heduler D. Let P R1 be
a losed predi ate on on gurations su h that P (EPR1) = 1. Let P R2 be a losed predi ate on
on gurations. Let us note P R12 the predi ate P R1 ^ P R2. If 9 Æ > 0 and 9 n > 1 su h that
st veri es the LC (P R1; P R2; Æ ; n ) property then P (EPR12) = 1.
st

st

st
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st

st

st

Impossibility results

In the following, we show that it is impossible to provide a self-stabilizing deterministi solution
to Neighbourhood Unique Naming problem under an unfair distributed s heduler on anonymous
and uniform networks. We prove that even the unique lo al naming (neighboring pro essors have
distin t identi ers) is impossible to a hieve in a deterministi way under an unfair distributed
s heduler.

Lemma 1 There is no deterministi self-stabilizing algorithm solving the unique lo al naming problem in uniform and anonymous networks under unfair distributed s heduler.
Proof: Let A be a deterministi , self-stabilizing algorithm that solves the unique lo al naming

problem. We will study a distributed system whose topology is a ring of n pro essors. Let 0 be a
on guration of A where all pro essors are in the same state s0 . This on guration is illegitimate. In
a legitimate on guration, there are two neighbors having di erent states. Sin e s0 is an illegitimate
on guration, at least one pro essor may exe ute an a tion. As all pro essors are in the same state
then all pro essors are able to exe ute the same a tion.
After the omputation step where all pro essors have performed the same a tion, the obtained
on guration is 1 . In 1 , all pro essors are in the same state. This on guration is symmetri al
(thus illegitimate).
We build an in nite omputation where all rea hed on gurations are symmetri al : this omputation never rea hes a legitimate on guration.
2

Corollary 1 There is no deterministi proto ol solving the Neighbourhood Unique Naming problem
under a unfair distributed s heduler.
5

s heduler

In the previous se tion we prove that there is no deterministi algorithm solving the Neighborhood
Unique Naming problem under an unfair distributed s heduler on anonymous and uniform networks.
In the urrent se tion, we present a self-stabilizing probabilisti solution for this problem.
4.1

Neighborhood Unique Naming proto ol des ription

The Algorithm 4.1 idea is very simple. Ea h pro essor has a variable, referred in the algorithm as
lid, whi h indi ates its lo al identi er and a f lag whi h signals the presen e of at least two neighbors
having the same lid. A pro essor whi h annot exe ute A2 , having at least two neighbors with the
same lo al identi er, l, sets its f lag to l (A tion A1 ). A pro essor having a neighbor with the same
value of lid hooses randomly a new identi er from a bounded set of values (A tion A2 ). The same
a tion is exe uted by the pro essor, p, when it has a neighbor, q, whi h ag value is setted to p'lid.
In this ase, the pro essor q has at least two neighbors (p and another one) with the same lid.
We show that the bound 2n2 (for the lo al identi er values) is optimal in term of time omplexity,
when we deal with a distributed unfair s heduler.

Algorithm 4.1 Neighborhood Unique Naming algorithm on the pro essor i
Constant :
: integer onstant proven optimal for the value 2n2 ;

B

Shared Variable :
lid:i :
f lag:i

a positive and no null integer bounded by B
: a positive integer bounded by B

A tions :

A

1

A

2

4.2

: (8j 2 N :i (lid:i 6= lid:j ) ^ (lid:i 6= f lag:j )) ^ (9(j; k) 2 N :i (lid:j = lid:k) ^ (f lag:i 6= lid:j ))^
(6 9 (t; l) 2 N :i; (lid:t = lid:l = f lag:i)) ! f lag:i = lid:j ;
: 9j 2 N :i (lid:i = lid:j ) _ (lid:i = f lag:j )

! lid:i = random(1; : : : ; B );

Algorithm 4.1 analysis

In order to show the self-stabilization of Algorithm 4.1, we de ne the legitimate on gurations for
this algorithm as follows :

De nition 5 Let p be a pro essor. Corre t lid(p) is the following predi ate on on gurations:
 8q neighbor of p, lid:p 6= lid:q;
 8q neighbor of p, lid:p 6= f lag:q;
 8r neighbor of a p's neighbor, lid:p 6= lid:r;
De nition 6 A legitimate on guration for Algorithm 4.1 is a on guration satisfying the predi ate
es Corre t lid(p)".

LID : "every pro essor p veri

6

Proof: By De nition 6 on e in a legitimate on guration no pro essor is able to exe ute an a tion.

2

The analysis of system stabilization is redu ed to the onvergen e proof.

De nition 7 Let be a on guration. We name
verify Corre t lid(p).

m

the number of pro essors

p

whi h does not

Note 1 Let be a on guration. In any omputation from there are at most onse utive n
omputation steps in whi h A tion A2 is not exe uted.

m

S ena is the following s enario des ribed informally by : \at ea h omputation step, where at
least one pro essor performs A tion A2 , (i) exa tly one of these pro essors veri es the Corre t lid
predi ate after this omputation step, (ii) the other pro essors keep their lid value".

Note 2 Let be a on guration. On any omputation following the s enario S ena, the predi ate
Corre t lid is losed : on e a pro essor p veri es Corre t lid(p), no a tion of p, of p's neighbor,
or of a neighbor of a p's neighbor will hange that.
Lemma 3 Let st be a strategy under an unfair distributed s heduler on a system exe uting the
Algorithm 4.1. There exist  > 0 and N > 0 su h that the strategy st is satisfying LC (true; LID;
; N ).
Proof: Let C be a one of the strategy st su h that last(h) = does not verify LID.
h

We show that there is a positive probability  and a positive integer N su h that the one C
has a sub- one, C 1 , of probability 1   with lenght(h1)  N where last(h1) veri es LID.
Assume that m 6= 0. After at most n m omputation steps a pro essor exe utes A tion A2 .
We study the s enario: independently of s heduler hoi e, only one pro essor will hange its lid
value and all the other hosen pro essors to exe ute A2 will get the same lid value.
The probability that a pro essor keeps its lid value, after A2 is 1 .
Let p be the pro essor whi h will hange its lid value from the on guration . Let d1 and d2
the number of neighbors at distan e 1 and 2 of p and let (lid ) =1 1p + 2p be their lo al identi ers
and let (f lag ) =1 1p be the ag values for the neighbors at distan e 1. The probability that
p hooses a value equal to lid or f lag is 1 . The probability that the new hosen value be
di erent of all lid values of its neighbors at distan e 1 or 2 and of f lag values of its neighbors at
distan e 1 is P ((lid 6= lid1 ) ^ : : : ^ (lid 6= lid 1p + 2p ) ^ (lid 6= f lag1 ) ^ : : : ^ (lid 6= f lag 1p ) =
2
P = 1+ 2
P=1
2 1
p+ p
1 ( =1p p P (lid = lid ) + =1p P (lid = f lag )) = 1
 1 2( 1) .
The probability of the omputation step that we have de ned is greater than 1 ( 1) (1 2( 1) ).
The number of pro essors whose neighbor has the same lid value has de reased by at least 1, hen e
in at most m 1 similar sequen es of omputation steps, a legitimate on guration is obtained.
The size of this sequen e is bounded by n m + 1  n.
The probability of the
one of omputations having this on guration, the last in its history is:
m
greater than ( 1 )( 1)( 2 ) (1 2 )( 1) .
 n
 1
Thus N = n2 and  = 1 2 (1 2 )
.
2
h

h

B

p

j

k

k

st

d

k

p

p

d

j

st

p

B

p

d

j

;d

;d

j

j

j

j

d

p

d

d

st

j

p

d

p

j

d

B

B

m

B

n

m

B

n

B

m

B

n

B

d

n

n

B

Theorem 2 Algorithm 4.1 is self-stabilizing under an unfair distributed s heduler for the unique
lo al naming spe i ation.
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of omputations rea hing a legitimate on guration has the probability 1. The result is proven by
Lemma 3 and Theorem 1.
2
4.3

Spa e and time

omplexity

In this se tion, we motivate the hoi e of the value 2n2 as bound for the lo al identi ers in Algorithm
4.1.
In the following lemma we show that a 2n2 bound is enough to guarantee that a pro essor
performs in the average only one time the randomized A tion A2 .

Lemma 4 When B > 2n(n 1) where n is the system size, a pro essor performs in the average
only one time the randomized A tion A2 .
Proof: Let be the initial on guration of Algorithm 4.1.

2d1 +d2

p p
The probability that after the a tion A2 , a pro essor has an unique lo al name is 1
2
1
2
1
where d and d are the number of neighbors at distan e 1 and 2. Note that 2d + d ould be
borned by 2(n 1). In the average m (1 2( 1) ) pro essors have an unique lo al identi er after
all pro essors that do not verify Corre t lid have performed one time A2 .
B > 2n(n 1) guarantees that in average, all pro essors have an unique lo al name after at
most one A tion A2 .
2
B

p

p

p

p

n

B

Lemma 5 The spa e omplexity for Algorithm 4.1 is O(log(n)) bits per pro essor.
Proof: Ea h pro essor exe uting Algorithm 4.1 uses two shared variable bounded by 2n2 . Hen e,
the spa e omplexity for Algorithm 4.1 is O(log(n)).

5

2

Appli ation

In this se tion we transform, using the Neighborhood Unique Naming algorithm, the maximal
mat hing algorithm designed by Huang et al.([6℄) su h that, the new transformed algorithm stabilizes under the distributed unfair s heduler. We use the unique naming at distan e 1 in order
to avoid the y les generation (more details in Lemma 7) and at distan e 2 in order to avoid the
onfusion between neighbors when a pro essor tries to mat h someone.
5.1

Maximal Mat hing algorithm des ription

Algorithm 5.1 uses as substratum the Neighborhood Unique Naming algorithm presented in the
previous se tion (Algorithm 4.1). Note that Algorithm 4.1 is silent and on e stabilized the neighbors
at distan e 1 and 2 have distin t iden ers.
Ea h pro essor keeps a shared variable, referred to as lo al identi er (i.e. lid variable in the
algorithm). Any pro essor has a distin t identi er in its neighborhood.
In order to onstru t the maximal mat hing, ea h pro essor maintains a shared variable mat h.
The possible values for the mat h variable of an arbitrary pro essor p are :
 a p's neighbor lo al identi er|meaning that the urrent pro essor is mat hed with the
referred neighbor (there is no ambiguity sin e the Neighborhood Unique Naming provides
unique identi ers for the neighbors);
 0 | meaning that the urrent pro essor is not mat hed.
8

Constants :

: integer onstant proven optimal for the value 2n2 ;

B

Shared Variable :

lid:i : a positive and no-null integer
mat h:i : a positive integer bounded

bounded by B ;
by B

A tions :

A

1

A
A
A

2
3

4

: (mat h:i = 0) ^ (lid:i > max(lid:k; k 2 N :i ^ mat h:k = 0) ^
(9j 2 N :i; mat h:j = 0) ^ (8k 2 N :i; mat h:k 6= lid:i) ! mat h:i = lid:j
: (mat h:i = 0) ^ (9j 2 N :i; mat h:j = lid:i) ! mat h:i = lid:j
: (mat h:i = lid:j ) ^ (mat h:jS6= 0) ^ (mat h:j 6= lid:i) ! mat h:i = 0
: (mat h:i 62 flid:j j j 2 N :ig f0g) ! mat h:i = 0

The detailed des ription of Algorithm 5.1 uses the mat hed pro essors notion de ned as follows :

De nition 8 (Mat hed and Ina tive pro essors) Two neighbors (p; q) are mat hed i mat h:p =
q and mat h:q = p. The set of mat hed pro essors is denoted M. A pro essor p is ina tive i all its
neighbors are mat hed and mat h:p = 0. The set of ina tive pro essors is denoted I . A pro essor
p is unmat hed i mat h:p = 0.
A pro essors p for whi h the following onditions hold will mat hes q (A tion A1 ).
 p is unmat hed (mat h:p = 0);
 the p's lo al identi er is the maximal value of lo al identi ers of p's unmat hed neighbors;
 p has an unmat hed neighbor q;
 there is no p neighbor mat hed with p.
An unmat hed pro essor p having a neighbor q mat hed with p will mat h q (A tion A2 ). A
pro essor p mat hed with a neighbor whi h is not mat hed with p be omes an unmat hed pro essor
(A tion A3 ). Finally, a pro essor for whi h the mat h variable indi ates a lo al identi er di erent
to all its neighbor identi ers be omes an unmat hed pro essor (A tion A4 ).
5.2

The algorithm analysis

The analysis of the Algorithm 5.1 is done by prove that any omputation starting in a on guration
verifying the predi ate LID rea hes a terminal on guration.

De nition 9 (Legitimate on guration) A legitimate on guration satis es the predi ate LID
and all pro essors are ina tive or mat hed.
Lemma 6 The set of on gurations satisfying the predi ate

LID is

losed.

Proof: Let be a on guration verifying the predi ate LID. Let 0 be a on guration a essible

from . As veri es LID then the pro essors in ould exe ute any a tion. The exe ution of any
a tion does not modify the value of the lid variable, hen e any two neighbors still have di erent
lid values.
2
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2[1 ℄
essors (p ) 2[1 ℄ form a mat hing y le i mat h:p = p +1 ; 8j 2 [1; m 1℄ and p1 = p .
Let be a on guration of Algorithm 5.1. is y le free if there is no mat hing y le in .
k

k

k

;m

j

;m

j

m

The previous solutions for the maximal mat hing problem ([6℄) use weaker demons (i.e the
entral demon) to show the stabilization. This hoi e is motivated by possible mat hing y les
reation. The presen e of a mat hing y le ould generate in nite exe utions (i.e. exe utions whi h
do not rea h legitimate on gurations). We show that even under an unfair distributed s heduler
the system exe uting Algorithm 5.1 does not reate mat hing y les.

Lemma 7 From a on guration satisfying the predi ate LID, the Algorithm 5.1 does not reate a
mat hing y le.
Proof: Let be a on guration of Algorithm 5.1 satisfying the predi ate LID. The only a tion

of Algorithm 5.1 whi h ould generate a y le is A1 . Let us onsider a omputation step from
where a pro essor p performs the a tion A1 to hoose the pro essor q as \mat h". q is unmat hed
before the omputation step. During this omputation step, q an perform only the a tion A2 or
A4. After the a tion A2, q is mat hed. After, the exe ution of the a tion A4, q is still unmat hed.
In all ases, q and p are not inside a mat hing y le.
2

Lemma 8 Let be a terminal on guration of Algorithm 5.1. Let p be a pro essor. If mat h:p 6= 0
then p is mat hed.
Proof: If mat h:p 6= 0 and p is not mat hed, then p an perform the a tion A3 or A4 ; or p's mat h
an perform the a tion A2 .

2

Lemma 9 The terminal on gurations are legitimate.
Proof: Let be a terminal on guration of Algorithm 5.1. Clearly satis es the predi ate LID
Let

8q 2 N

p

p

mat h:p

be a pro essor. If mat h:p = lid:q then p is mat hed (Lemma 8). If mat h:p = 0 then
we have mat h:q 6= 0 (otherwise a pro essor ould perform the a tion A1 ). Therefore, if
= 0 then all p's neighbors are mat hed (Lemma 8). In , all pro essors are mat hed or

ina tive.
2
Note that sin e the neighboring nodes at distan e 2 have distin t identi ers we avoid the onfusion in hoosing a mat hing.

Theorem 3 In a legitimate on guration the states of mat h variables de nes a maximal mat hing.
Proof: The proof is done a ording to the de nition of legitimate on guration.
2
Theorem 4 Any omputation starting in a on guration satisfying the predi ate LID is nite.
Proof: Let e be a omputation starting in a on guration satisfying the predi ate LID. During e,

a pro essor an perform at most one time the a tion A4 and the a tion A2 . Between two onse utive
a tions A1 , a pro essor performs one and only one time the a tion A3 .
Assume that e is an in nite omputation. e has an in nite suÆx e0 where no pro essor performs
the a tion A4 or the a tion A2 . During e0 , the pro essors an perform only the a tions A1 and A3 .
Let s be a omputation step along e0 where a pro essor p performs the a tion A1 to hoose the
pro essor q as \mat h". Before the omputation step, q is unmat hed. During the omputation
step and after that (along e0 ), q does not perform any a tion (it ould only perform the a tion A2
or A4 ). Thus q stays unmat hed and p annot perform any a tion. Therefore, along e0 , p performs
at most one a tion A1 ; and maybe one a tion A3 .
Along e0 , a pro essor performs at most one a tion A1 and one a tion A3 (One an prove that
along e0 no a tion A1 is performed). Thus, e is a nite omputation.
2
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We present the rst algorithm for Neighborhood Unique Naming problem, self-stabilizing on anonymous and uniform systems. The main feature of our solution is that it guarantees that the neighboring pro essors at distan e 1 and 2 have distin t identi ers. Our solution opes up with unfair
distributed s hedulers and is time optimal, more pre isely we guarantee that the neighborhood
unique naming is done in only one trial per pro essor in the average under any unfair s heduler.
Moreover, it leads to a time optimal vertex oloration with no additional ost.
The presented solution is used as substratum in the modi ation of the [6℄ maximal mat hing
algorithm su h that the new algorithm stabilizes under the distributed unfair s heduler.
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